' The presence of uvular series in these languages is not relevant in this connection.
1. Two recent publications once again draw the comparativist's attention to the classical problem of the velar series in Proto-Indo-European. Steensland shows in his monograph on the subject (1973) that the so-called 'pure velars' are largely in complementary distribution with the other series. Cekman lists 70 instances of "Gutturalwechsel" in Baltic and Slavic, not counting the onomatopoeic cases (1974) . Both investigations support the conclusion that there were no more than two velar series in Proto-Indo-European.
2. What were the phonetic characteristics of these two series? The immediate comparative evidence points to a palatovelar and a labiovelar series. Steensland's rash rejection of such a reconstruction äs "von Kuryl owicz ... ein für allemal als typologisch undenkbar abgestempelt" (1973:120) is not in conformity with the author's serious analytical work elsewhere in the book. The simultaneous presence of palatovelars and labiovelars and absence of 'pure velars' is well attested in the languages of the world, e.g. in the Caucasus (Circassian, Ubykh) and on the Canadian Pacific coast (Kwakiutl, Heiltsuk).* A wider acquaintance with less privileged languages would save IndoEuropean linguists a lot of unwarranted generalizations.
3. Cekman attributes the large number of doublets in Baltic and Slavic to the previous existence of a Proto-Balto-Slavic centum dialect (1974:133) . Unfortunately, such an assumption can be neither proved nor disproved because it cannot be co-ordinated with any other linguistically relevant fact. In particular, the centum words in the Balto-Slavic area do not in any way deviate semantically from the regulär inherited lexicon. Cekman's assumption must be considered an ultimum refagium and should only be resorted to if every other line of investigation fails to explain the facts. 4. For the time being I think that we must look for a phonetic explanation. Re-examining the existing literature, I find no substantial progress in this part of Indo-European linguistics since Meillet's 1894 article on the subject. As far äs I can see, his conclusions remain valid and unsurpassed. In the following I shall continue this line of thought and indicate how a further specification of the conditions only corroborates Meillet's results and demonstrates the fruitfulness of his approach.
5.1 find two positions of neutralization between palatovelars and labiovelars for the Indo-European proto-language, viz. after *u and after initial *s. The neutralization after *u was established by Brugmann (1881:307n.) and de Saussure (l889:161 f.), e.g., Gk. leukos, zugon, boukolos, thugater, Arm. loys, dustr. The neutralization after initial *s is discussed by Meillet (1894: 294ff.) and Steensland (1973:30ff.) Martynov 1968: 149ff.).
6. In the Western languages (Italic, Celtic, Germania) the labial feature of the labiovelars was lost before rounded vowels and before obstruents (cf. Meillet 1894:279ff.), e.g., Goth. haidus, Skt. ketuh;Goth. haus, OCS celi; Lat. cottrdie, incola, stercus, secus; Olr. guidiu, Gk. potheö;OlT. gom, Skt. ghannah. This rule accounts for the correspondence between OCS gostt and Lat. hostis, Goth. gasts.
7. The palatal feature of the palatovelars was lost before a following *r in Indo-Iranian. This development was established by Weise (1881:115f.) , e.g., Skt. kravih, Gk. kreas; Skt. kratuh, Gk. kratos;Av.xrü-, Gk. krüos; Skt. grasate, Gk. gräö. It also accounts for the correspondence between Skt. grhäh and Gk. khortos, Lith. zardas. The palatal feature was restored whenever there was a model for its restoration, e.g., Skt. s'vasrüh (svasurah), smas'ru (hari-smasäru-) , asm (Lith. asarä), afrah (äjati). 10. The similarity between the Indo-Iranian and Balto-Slavic developments suggests that they arose from a common innovation. This is not necessarily the case. Since most examples from Indo-Iranian involve a word-initial palatovelar, the development was possibly limited to this position. It had a much wider ränge in Balto-Slavic, where the palatal feature was also lost before other resonants under certain conditions. There is positive evidence against the development having occurred in Armenian, cf. srunkf, Lat. crüs, and merj, Gr. mekhri. The palatal feature cannot have been restored in these cases because there was no model for such a restoration. The metathesis in the latter word was posterior to the Armenian palatalization (cf. Kortlandt 1975, section 5) , which was in turn posterior to the assibilation of the palatovelars in this language (cf. Kortlandt 1976, section 3 is related to the latter family, it must be a borrowing, not only because the initial k cannot represent a palatovelar and because the initial cluster has not undergone metathesis, but especially because -f-would require PIE *-sror *-rs-according to the sound laws of this language. Words like OPr. kerdan, kermens do not belong in this paragraph because the initial velar must be attributed to the presence of a mobile *s, not to the influence of the followingr.
12. Burrow has suggested that the distinction between velars and labiovelars before r was preserved in Sanskrit if the resonant was syllabic and long (1957:143), e.g. klrtih, guruh, Gk. keruks, barus. l think that a similar rule can be formulated for Balto-Slavic. Unfortunately, the original distribution is blurred by subsequent developments. As was pointed out by Trautmann (1923:3) , the choice between the reflexes -ir-and -ur-of the syllabic resonant is largely dependent on apophonic relationships in Baltic and Slavic. Thus, the original qualitative alternation which is still extant in OCS gznati, ^.enq has disappeared both in Lith. 16.1 think that the same rule which Meillet established for the development of the Proto-Indo-European palatovelars before */ in Balto-Slavic can be formulated for their development before *vv: the palatal feature was retained if the resonant was followed by a front vowel and lost if the following vowel was back, e.g. Büga 1922:196) .
18. The palatal feature was also lost before nasal resonants in Balto-Slavic, e.g., Lith. akmuö, Skt. asmä; OCS gniti, OHG. guttun; OPr. balgnan next to balsinis. The feature was restored in Lith. aimuö, cf. aXtrus, and in the family of Latv. znuöts, RUSS, znat', znamja, Gk. gnötos, gnösis, gnöma, cf. Lith. zenklas, Goth. kannjan. The palatal in Lith. ieimas is regulär because it goes back to a cluster containing *s, äs is clear from the aspirate in Gk. aikhme (cf. de Saussure 1892:90f.).
19. There are a few indications that the palatal feature was lost before a syllabic *«, e.g., OPr. cucan (i.e., *kunkari), Gk. knekos, and Lith. gentis (with secondary vocalism) next to zentas, OCS zqtb, Skt.jnätih. This might also provide an explanation for the coexistence of Lith. zqsis and RUSS, gus' if we assume an earlier alternation in the root of this old consonant stem. The vocalism of Gk. khen and Lat. unser can hardly go back to the Indo-European proto-language. I think that it is an old European word which was differently adapted to existing patterns in various languages. Alternatively, the velar in the Slavic word must be attributed to Germanic influence. 20. Indications that the palatal feature was lost before a syllabic *m are very scarce, e.g., Lith. kumpis next to ISumpis. This pair of words is probably not old. Some counter-examples cannot easily be explained in terms of analogical levelling. Though the palatal feature might have been restored in Lith. de&imt, deSiihtas on the basis of forms comparable to Skt. dasamäh, Lat. decimus, such an explanation is hardly possible in the case of Lith. Simias, Skt. satam. It seems more probable that the syllabic *m received a svarabhakti vowel at an earlier stage than the other syllabic resonants in Balto-Slavic so that the depalatalization rule did not apply.
21. As far äs I can see, the Albanian material agrees with the rules put forward for Balto-Slavic, e.g., ka, gardh, vjeherre, mjegulle, RUSS, korova, gorod, svekrov', mgla. Other examples: quhem, qanj, grua, gju (from *glun-from *gnun-), Gk. klutös, klaiö, graüs, gonu (cf. Hamp 1956:128 and 1960:275f.) . Elsewhere I have suggested that the initial velar in Alb. gjenj is the regulär reflex of a palatovelar before a syllabic *n, cf. Gk. ekhadon (1976, section 2). The Albanian development before *w cannot be compared with that in Balto-Slavic because in the former language the resonant turned into a feature of the preceding obstruent at an early stage (cf. Kortlandt 1976 , section 3).
22. The following conclusions about the chronology can be drawn. The loss of the palatal feature before *r may have been a common Indo-Baltic development, which Armenian did not share. Indo-Iranian did not share the BaltoSlavic depalatalization before other resonants, whereas Albanian did. The restoration of the palatal feature took place independently in Indo-Iranian and Balto-Slavic, in the latter dialect group partly after the split into a Baltic and a Slavic branch. The material shows that the loss of the palatal feature was anterior to the rise of an epenthetic vowel before syllabic *r, */, *n, but probably posterior to the same development before syllabic *tn. The agreement with Albanian suggests that this language was still a transitional dialect between Balto-Slavic and Armenian at the time under consideration.
